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1 Systems biology approach to elucidation of contaminants biodegradation in 2 complex samples- integration of high-resolution analytical and molecular 3 tools45 Caroline Gauchotte-Lindsay1*, Thomas J. Aspray2§, Mara Knapp3 and Umer Z. Ijaz1,6 1.Infrastructure and Environment Research Division, School of Engineering, University of 7 Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ, UK. 2. School of Energy, Geoscience, Infrastructure and 8 Society, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh EH14 4AS, UK. 3. Department of Civil and 9 Environmental Engineering, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow G1 1XQ, UK.10 * Corresponding author11 § now at: ERS Ltd, Westerhill Road, Bishopbriggs, Glasgow G64 2QH, UK.1213 Abstract14 We present here a data-driven systems biology framework to the rational design of 15 biotechnological solutions for contaminated environments with the aim of understanding the 16 interactions and mechanisms underpinning the role of microbial communities in the 17 biodegradation of contaminated soils. We have considered a multi-omics approach which 18 employs novel in silico tools to combine high-throughput sequencing data (16S rRNA 19 amplicons) with the chemical data including high-resolution analytical data generated by 20 comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography (GCxGC). To assess this approach, we 21 have considered a matching dataset with both microbiological and chemical signatures 22 available for samples from two former manufactured gas plant sites. On this dataset, we 23 applied the numerical procedures informed by ecological principles (predominantly diversity 24 measures) as well as recently published statistical approaches that give discriminatory features 25 and their correlations by maximizing the covariances between multiple datasets on the same 26 sample space. In particular, we have utilized sparse projection to latent discriminant analysis 27 and its derivative to multiple datasets, an N-integration algorithm called DIABLO. Our results 28 indicate microbial community structure dependent on the contaminated environment and 29 unravel promising interactions of some of the microbial species with the biodegradation 30 potential. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that incorporates with 
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31 microbiome an unprecedented high-level distribution of hydrocarbons obtained through GC x 32 GC. 3334 1. Introduction35 Industrialisation has left behind a legacy of pollution that presents risk to human health and 36 the environment. Disposal to landfill has long been the preferred approach to disposal of 37 contaminated soils, however rising landfill tax costs drive the development of novel, cheaper 38 and safer remediation technologies. 39 Newly developed sustainable and safe remediation approaches include ex situ (such as 40 biopiles) and in situ (monitored natural attenuation (MNA) and enhanced natural attenuation 41 (ENA)) bioremediation. MNA consists of the monitoring and testing of the progress of natural 42 processes that degrade contaminants in situ, and biopiles and ENA consists in stimulating in 43 situ microbial processes by either introducing new microorganisms (bioaugmentation) or 44 modifying the environmental conditions to stimulate the growth of degrading organisms 45 (biostimulation). 1,2 They are advantageous practices because they produce minimal waste and 46 disturbance to the site but also minimise contact between remediation engineers and the 47 contaminated site. 48 The microbial organisms and catabolic genes involved in the biodegradation of organic 49 contaminants have been well characterised for a large variety of contaminants including 50 polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). PAHs are recognised lipophilic legacy organic 51 pollutants present in crude oil and are produced during the combustion of coal and organic 52 matter and therefore are ubiquitous soil contaminants. They are usually present in their 53 thousands in complex environmental samples but only a few, such as naphthalene, 54 phenanthrene or benzo(a)pyrene, are recognized as carcinogenic or mutagenic and are 55 currently on priority pollutant lists.  Therefore, biodegradation of PAHs by microbes has up 56 until now been almost exclusively studied in vitro in microcosms and is usually demonstrated 57 for a single compound or a very limited number of compounds. This is, however, an overly 58 simplistic view of what happens in situ where multiple contaminants are present and their fate 59 likely to be interdependent. 
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60 The design of smart and efficient bioremediation solutions in soil requires extracting from the 61 exhaustive knowledge on the degradation of complex samples the information that will enable 62 enhancing the degradation of listed contaminants. Eventually, the aim is also to optimise 63 analysis carried out during site investigation to provide remediation practitioners with the 64 necessary information to design remediation approaches. Before this is achievable, however, 65 understanding what the relevant factors governing biodegradation of PAHs in soil are is 66 crucial. These factors will include: soil characteristics, physicochemical characteristics (e.g. 67 pH, organic matter content), microbial ecology and the nature of the contaminations (PAHs 68 distribution and concentration but also the presence of organic and inorganic co-69 contaminants). 70 The recent rapid technological advances in nucleic acid sequencing have enabled the high-71 resolution characterisation of microbial communities in PAH contaminated soils. Specifically, 72 metataxogenomic and metagenomic approaches have demonstrated that contamination 73 induces a reduction in species richness and enriched the population with species that are 74 adapted to hydrocarbon degradation3. Consequently, initial microbial ecology could also be 75 linked to potential for PAHs degradation4 demonstrating that microbial ecology carries 76 meaningful information on the potential for bioremediation in soil. However, without high 77 resolution information on the contamination profile, notably the presence of other 78 contaminants, this information might not be sufficient for the design of an efficient site-79 specific bioremediation. Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography coupled with 80 mass spectrometry (GCxGC-MS) has allowed the near comprehensive characterisation of 81 semi-volatile organic carbons (SVOCs) in tars and contaminated soils from former 82 manufactured gasworks (FMGs)5–7. The coupling of two columns allows for a two-83 dimensional separation across a retention plane rather than along a retention line.  The peak 84 capacity of GCxGC is several orders of magnitude higher than traditional techniques and 85 thousands of compounds can be resolved; coupled with the resolution power of mass 86 spectrometry, it generates ultra-resolution chemical signatures of environmental samples. It 87 has been used for source apportionment8, monitoring of bioremediation across SVOCs 88 classes6 and estimation of ecotoxicity9. 
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89 Integration of metataxagenomics and GCxGC analysis has the potential to unveil information 90 on the interactions between complex mixtures of environmental contaminants and microbial 91 ecology never accessed before. Integrative multivariate statistical approaches for multi’omics 92 data are being developed in biomedical applications10. For instance, the DIABLO10 method 93 builds on the Generalised Canonical Correlation Analysis, which integrates multiple datasets 94 by finding principle components (latent variables) that maximize the covariance of scores 95 between different datasets and the categorical outcome of interest. The resulting loading 96 vectors are then constrained to give discriminants that correlate between these datasets. 97 Here, through the comparison of soils from two different FMGs, we present an example of 98 statistical integration of chemical and molecular data in contaminated soils. Chemical and 99 DNA extracts were analysed and processed through robust methods and pipelines [1-4] 100 previously developed in our laboratories and statistical analysis were first carried out 101 independently. Multivariate analysis enabled forensic characterisation of the site by exploring 102 intra and inter site variations in distributions of PAHs and other compounds [2]. 16S rRNA 103 sequencing data were explored for alpha and beta diversity analyses [5], inferred metabolic 104 pathway analysis [6] and differential abundance analysis of both species and metabolic 105 pathways between sites [5]. Then, the N-integration algorithm DIABLO [7] was used to 106 classify and discriminate features that correlate between microbiome and chemical metadata 107 including, for the first time, high-resolution distribution of SVOCs obtained by GCxGC-MS.108 2. Experimental109 2.1. Samples110 Samples from two different former manufactured gas plants were provided by collaborators. 111 Very little information was provided about the samples so no spatial resolution has been 112 attempted in this work. The samples were stored in plastic tube at 4 °C. Eighteen samples 113 came from a site in the United Kingdom (COV site) and nine samples from a site in 114 Switzerland (CH site). The COV soil samples, generally dark, compact and sticky in nature, 115 were each sieved once with a 10mm mesh. The CH samples, brown in colour and drier in 116 nature, were each sieve through 10, 2.36 and 1.70 mm meshes. For each individual sample, 117 moisture content in percentage was measured by placing a subsample in an oven at 105 °C for 
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118 24 h and loss on ignition (LOI) also in percentage by placing a subsample in a furnace at 550 119 °C for 2 h. No further soil characterisation was carried out at this stage.120 2.2. Semivolatile organic compounds analysis121 Approximately 0.25g of each soil sample was extracted by pressurised liquid extraction (PLE) 122 with on-line silica gel clean-up.5 The first fraction (hexane) and second fraction 123 (hexane:toluene)(v:v)(8:2) were collected together and concentrated to 1.15mL. 124 Quantification of 14 PAHs along with four surrogates was carried out by GC-MS. It was 125 carried out in TIC or SIM mode depending on the concentrations. We first validated the PLE 126 method by extracting two of the COV samples six times and quantifying the 14 PAHs in 127 duplicates. The relative standard deviation for the quantification of individual PAH varied 128 between 1% and 16.2% with only one value over 10% demonstrating that the extraction was 129 repeatable. Consequently, all other samples were only extracted once.130 To optimise chromatographic resolution, we also employed a GCxGC method we had 131 previously developed for the exhaustive characterisation of environmental coal tar samples 5, 132 the method ensured optimal separation of PAHs isomers but also separates alkanes and 133 alkylated benzenes.  Comprehensive semi-volatile signatures of the extracts5 were obtained 134 using a LECO (St. Joseph, Michigan) time of flight mass spectrometer, model Pegasus 4D, 135 connected to an Agilent 7890A gas chromatograph equipped with a LECO thermal modulator. 136 The column set-up employed is known as reversed phase with a first dimension capillary 137 column (TR50-MS; 30 m x 0.25 mm i.d. x 0.25 µm film thickness; Thermo) ) was more polar 138 than the second capillary column (Rxi-5Sil; 2 m x 0.25 mm i.d. x 0.25 µm film thickness; 139 Thames Restek). In this set-up PAHs have a short retention time in the second dimension 140 while alkanes are retained for longer. Alkylbenzenes, alkyne and alkenes, in order of polarity, 141 elute in the retention space between PAHs and alkanes5. To be input into multivariate 142 analysis, the GCxGC data must first be aligned between samples. Alignment can be carried 143 out either by aligning chromatograms or peak tables (output of GCxGC data processing). Here 144 we employed a combination of peak picking using the LECO ChromaTOF software and peak 145 alignment using the R code R2DGC.11 We optimised the data processing and R2DGC 146 parameters but decided not to carry out any manual tidying up of the peak tables, which left . 147 Indeed, the peak tables contained over 500 compounds each, and manual check of each peak 
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148 for truly exhaustive analysis is not feasible. Two instrumental duplicates for each sample were 149 analysed. For one COV soil sample five replicate PL extracts were analysed in duplicate. 150 Additional instrumental replicates were included for some samples because the second-151 dimension capillary column needed replacing during the study, shifting both retentions; hence 152 samples were re-analysed after the change in columns.  All peak tables were aligned to the CH 153 peak table that contained the most peaks (Top left in Figure 1). The alignment of 68 peak 154 tables was carried out twice with missing value limits equal to 0.1, i.e. a compound had to 155 appear in at least 10% of the peak tables to be included in the alignment table, and 1 where a 156 compound had to be present in all peak tables.157 All methods are described in details in the Supplementary Information. 158 2.3. Transition metal analysis159 Concentrations of Lead, Iron, Cadmium, Chromium , Zinc, Copper, Nickel were determined 160 by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) and the methods are 161 discussed in the Supplementary Information.162 2.4. Genomic DNA analysis.163 Genomic DNA was extracted twice from soil samples (0.25 g fresh weight); once for 164 quantitative PCR (qPCR) for the alkB12 and PAH RHD GN and PAH RHD GP genes and a 165 second time for 16S (V3 and V4 regions) metataxogenomic library preparation and 166 sequencing. Detailed methods and bioinformatics workflow are presented in Supplementary 167 Information168 2.5. Statistical analysis169 All statistical analyses were performed in R.170 Hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA) of the GCxGC alignment table was performed by 171 calculating manhattan distance between the samples each comprising 961 metabolites. Prior to 172 analysis, zero values were replaced by one third of the smallest value in the table and each 173 peak area was normalised to the calculated total peak areas for a given sample. Afterwards we 174 performed agglomerative clustering using complete linkages utilising R's hclust() function. 175 For visualisation, we used R's dendextend package13. We then used color_branches() function 176 from the same package to cluster both the terminal leaves of the dendrogram and the edges 177 leading to the samples.
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178 The vegan package was used for alpha and beta diversity analyses. For alpha diversity 179 measures we have used: rarefied richness – the estimated number of species after rarefying 180 the abundance table to minimum library size;  Shannon entropy – a commonly used index to 181 measure balance within a community; Simpson index – a measure of dominance that weighs 182 towards the abundance of most common OTU and is less sensitive to rare OTUs, Pilou 183 eveness – compares the actual diversity values to the maximum possible diversity value, is 184 constrained between 0 and 1.0, and the more variation in abundance between different OTUs 185 in the community, the lower its value; and Fisher’s alpha – a parametric index of diversity 186 that assumes the abundance of OTUs following the log series distribution. Ordination of OTU 187 table in reduced space (beta diversity) was done using Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) 188 plots of OTUs using three different distance measures were made using Vegan’s cmdscale() 189 function: (1) Bray-Curtis is a distance metric which considers only OTU abundance counts, 190 (2) Unweighted Unifrac is a phylogenetic distance metric which calculates the distance 191 between samples by taking the proportion of the sum of unshared branch lengths in the sum of 192 all the branch lengths of the phylogenetic tree for the OTUs observed in two samples, and 193 without taking into account their abundances and, (3) Weighted Unifrac is a phylogenetic 194 distance metric combining phylogenetic distance with relative abundances. This places 195 emphasis on dominant OTUs or taxa. Unifrac distances were calculated using the phyloseq 196 package14.197 Analysis of variance for explanatory variables (or sources of variation) was performed using 198 Vegan’s adonis() against distance matrices (Bray-Curtis/UnweightedUniFrac/Weighted 199 UniFrac). This function, referred to as PERMANOVA, fit linear models to distance matrices 200 and used a permutation test with pseudo-F ratios.  To give an account of environmental 201 filtering (phylogenetic overdispersion versus clustering), phylogenetic distances within each 202 sample were further characterised by calculating the nearest taxa index (NTI) and net 203 relatedness index (NRI). This analysis aimed to determine whether the community structure 204 was stochastic (overdispersion and driven by competition among taxa) or deterministic 205 (clustering and driven by strong environmental pressure). The NTI was calculated using 206 mntd() and ses.mntd(), and the mean phylogenetic diversity (MPD) and NRI were calculated 207 using mpd() and ses.mpd() functions from the picante package15. NTI and NRI represent the 
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208 negatives of the output from ses.mntd() and ses.mpd(), respectively. Additionally, they 209 quantify the number of standard deviations that separate the observed values from the mean of 210 the null distribution (999 randomisation using null.model-‘richness’ in the ses.mntd() and 211 ses.mpd() functions and only considering taxa as either present or absent regardless of their 212 relative abundance). Based upon the recommendations16 only the top 1000 most abundant 213 OTUs were used for the calculations. 214 Discriminant analyses between the two sites were considered using microbiome data alone, 215 and then together with the meta data (Table 1). For the former case, we used Sparse Projection 216 to Latent Structure – Discriminant Analysis (sPLS-DA) with the R’s mixOmics package10. 217 The procedure constructs artificial latent components of the predicted dataset (OTUs table 218 denoted as  and the response variable (denoted as with categorical information of 𝑋(𝑁 × 𝑃) 𝑌219 samples, e.g. CH and COV) by factorizing these matrices into scores and loading vectors in a 220 new space such that the covariance between the scores of these two matrices  cov(𝑋ℎ𝑎ℎ,𝑌ℎ𝑏ℎ)221 in this space is maximized under two constraints: ; and , where  and ‖𝑎ℎ‖2 = 1 ‖𝑎ℎ‖1 ≤ 𝜆 𝑎ℎ 𝑏ℎ222 are the corresponding loading vectors for  and , and  represents the number of components 𝑋 𝑌 ℎ223 (akin to PCA analysis). To integrate meta data further, we utilised DIABLO from R’s 224 mixOmics package. We have combined  datasets denoted ,   𝑀 = 2 𝑋(1)(𝑁 × 𝑃1) 𝑋(2)(𝑁 × 𝑃2)225 where  represents the microbiome data, and  represents meta data (moisture content, 𝑋(1) 𝑋(2)226 LOI, 14 PAHs concentrations and GCxGC signatures whether considered or not) (Table 1). 227 An additional matrix  required for the algorithm to enable the discriminant analysis is a 𝑋(3)228 dummy matrix of the classes the samples belong to (whether COV or CH, and equivalent to 229 matrix  in sPLS-DA case). The algorithm then constructs artificial latent components of the 𝑌230 datasets by factorizing the datasets into scores and loading vectors in new space such that the 231 covariance between the scores of these matrices in this space is maximized, i.e., for 232  DIABLO solves for each component :𝑞 = 1,2,…,𝑄, ℎ = 1,…,𝐻233 𝐚𝐫𝐠 𝐦𝐚𝐱𝑎(1)ℎ ,…,𝑎(𝑄)ℎ  𝑄∑
𝑞,𝑗 = 1,𝑞 ≠ 𝑗𝑐𝑞,𝑗 cov(𝑋(𝑞)ℎ 𝑎(𝑞)ℎ ,𝑋(𝑗)ℎ 𝑎(𝑗)ℎ )   s.t. ‖𝑎(𝑞)ℎ ‖2 = 1 and‖𝑎(𝑞)ℎ ‖1 ≤ 𝜆(𝑞)234 where  is the penalization parameter,  is the loading vector on component  associated 𝜆(𝑞) 𝑎(𝑞)ℎ ℎ235 to the (deflated) matrix  of the data set , and  is the design matrix, where  𝑋(𝑞)ℎ 𝑋(𝑞) 𝐶 = {𝑐𝑞,𝑗}𝑞,𝑗236  .  is a  matrix that specifies whether datasets should be correlated and includes 𝑄 = 3 𝐶 𝑄 × 𝑄
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237 values between zero (datasets are not connected) and one (datasets are fully connected). The 238 first constraint :  (similar to sPLS-DA) ensures the loading vector to have unit ‖𝑎(𝑞)ℎ ‖2 = 1239 magnitude (requirement of the procedure) and the second constraint  (also ‖𝑎(𝑞)ℎ ‖1 ≤ 𝜆(𝑞)240 called  penalty) to ensure that for the features that do not vary between the categories, the 𝑙1241 corresponding loading vector coefficients go to zero. This is done by using the sparsity control 242 parameter  in the above equation, and by adjusting it enforces shrinkage of loading vector 𝜆(𝑞)243 coefficients.  According to the recommendations given in mixOmics package 244 (http://www.mixomics.org), before applying the sPLSDA and DIABLO procedures, we pre-245 filter 1% of the lowest OTUs and then perform TSS+CLR (Total Sum Scaling followed by 246 Centralised Log Ratio) normalisation. For design matrix in DIABLO, mixOmics suggests that 247 a full weighted design where  between data matrices and 1 for the 𝑐𝑞,𝑗 = 0.1248 outcome leads to a trade-off between maximizing correlation between datasets and 249 maximizing the discrimination of the outcome and therefore we used as such i.e, 𝐶 =250  .[0.1 0 10 0.1 11 1 1]251 To predict the number of latent components (associated loading vectors) and the number of 252 discriminants, for sPLS-DA, we used the perf.plsda() and tune.splsda() functions where as for 253 DIABLO, block.splsda() and tune.block.splsda() functions were used, respectively. In both 254 cases, we fine tune the model using leave-one-out cross-validation by splitting the data into 255 training and testing sets and then finding the classification error rates employing two metrics, 256 overall error rates and balanced error rates (BER), between the predicted latent variables with 257 the centroid of the class labels (categories considered in this study) using the max.dist (which 258 gave the minimal classification rate for the scenarios considered in this study). BER accounts 259 for differences in number of samples between different categories. Other than TSS+CLR 260 normalisation for the abundance table, Log10 normalisation for qPCR data was used, and 261 GCxGC signatures were normalised using pareto scaling. When displaying boxplots, pair-262 wise ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis were performed taking two categories at a time, and where 263 significant (p ≤ 0.05), joined them together by a line and plotting significance on top (*: 0.01 264 ≤ p < 0.05; **: 0.05 ≤ p <  0.001; ***: p ≤ 0.001).
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265 3. Results & discussion266 3.1. Comprehensive SVOCs characterisations of contamination. 267 Comprehensive two-dimensional analysis coupled with time-of-flight mass spectrometry 268 analysis was carried out on the soil samples.  GCxGC-TOFMS enables an exhaustive 269 characterisation of the distribution of semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) in the 270 samples as a novel “omics” dimension in the study of bioremediation of complex 271 contaminated soils. Figure 1 shows the GCxGC chromatograms for representative samples of 272 CH and COV. Visually, COV samples appeared more heavily contaminated with PAHs than 273 the CH samples, which was confirmed by the one dimensional GC quantification (Figure 2). 274 The proportion of substituted PAHs was also higher in the COV samples. By comparison, the 275 CH samples had higher proportions of alkanes, alkenes, alkynes and alkylbenzenes. This 276 could possibly be explained by a difference in the processes involved in the coal gasification 277 as we demonstrated previously in a forensic study of coal tar samples from FMGPs.8 Higher 278 proportions of PAHs parents and lower proportions of alkanes were associated with high 279 temperature gasification while high proportions of petroleum-like hydrocarbons can be 280 associated with carburetted water gas plants.281 While the potential of GCxGC for comprehensive analysis of SVOCs in contaminated 282 samples is evident in terms of the resolution of the analytical method, the availability of fully 283 comprehensive, automated and reproducible data processing and alignment for GCxGC data is 284 arguably the biggest bottleneck to its use in omics-like studies. The accuracy of the chosen 285 processing method was evaluated using replicates and multivariate analysis. Alignment of 68 286 peak tables with a missing values limit of 10% returned 961 compounds. To evaluate the 287 robustness of the data processing, HCA was carried out on the samples using the alignment 288 table (Figure S1). The clustering clearly separated the two sites, with only one COV sample 289 (both instrumental replicates) clustering with CH samples. The GCxGC chromatogram for this 290 extract is presented in the bottom right of Figure 1. One CH sample clustered away from both 291 sites’ clusters; its chromatogram is presented top left of Figure 1. In most cases, a sample 292 nearest neighbour was its instrumental replicate. The five extracts from the same soil sample 293 (COV-O5 in Figure S1) clustered altogether. Replicate runs before and after the columns 294 change, however, did not cluster near each other (e.g. see COV-18 and COV-17 on Figure 
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295 S1). The data alignment was therefore deemed successful although it appeared somewhat 296 susceptible to retention shift. Alignment with missing values limit of 100% returned 58 297 compounds (Table S1). While we were able to ascertain during GC-MS quantification that all 298 the samples contained the 14 quantified PAHs, the alignment only returned seven of those. 299 Similarly, while five surrogates and one internal standard were added to each sample only 300 three were in the final alignment table and their peak areas showed great variations.  Recovery 301 quantification for the surrogates was carried out by GC-MS and showed good reproducibility 302 (relative standard deviation around 10% for all surrogates) (data not shown). The errors in the 303 GCxGC data, therefore, came from the data processing. Sources of errors could be, related to 304 a degree of misalignment but were also expected to be related to the peak finding algorithm. 305 Deconvolution and reconstitution of peaks across multiple modulation times might lead to two 306 types of errors; 1) one peak can be incorrectly split into two peaks and 2) two or more peaks 307 can be artificially combined as one. The first error is acknowledged in most data processing 308 pipelines for GCxGC data11,17 as it occurs in metabolomics samples. Here we used the 309 PrecompressFiles function of R2DGC to correct the peak tables for the first error prior to 310 alignment. The concentrations of surrogates, however, was very high compared to any other 311 compounds in the samples and their signals saturated the detectors, which increased the 312 possibility of peak splitting and might explain the non-repeatability of their peak areas.313 The second error is less common in metabolomics as compounds have more distinct mass 314 spectra. In hydrocarbon analysis, however, position isomers are very common, have very 315 similar spectra and elute near each other and are therefore more likely to be integrated as a 316 single peak. This can be minimised by optimising the parameters of data processing such as 317 minimum peak widths in both dimensions and signal-to-noise ratio; it, however, remains an 318 issue in samples with large dynamic ranges between compounds. The results therefore 319 indicated that the probability of one of these errors to occur for any one compound in one of 320 the 68 peak tables was high. Further optimisation of the data processing needs to be carried 321 out for accurate and precise exhaustive characterisation of SVOCs.322 3.2. Bacterial diversity in CH and COV soils323 While 16 different samples were collected for the COV site and 9 for the CH sites, not all 324 extracted DNA was successfully amplified. Additionally, some samples were extracted in 
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325 replicates (see Figure 2b) and variations in microbial communities between replicates was 326 lower than the inter  sample variations. 327 Five measures of alpha diversity clearly showed that the CH samples had significantly higher 328 species richness than COV (Figure 2). While considering the top 25 most abundant orders, we 329 can notice that the proportions of gammaproteobacteria, alphaproteobacteria and 330 betaproteobacteria were consistent in the CH samples but varied in COV samples. 331 Comparison with the total concentrations of 14 PAHs suggested a possible connection 332 between the levels of PAH contamination and the abundance of the dominant species in the 333 samples (Figure 2b), particularly the proportions of gammaproteobacteria. Two samples, 334 however, showed contrary trends. One of them presented low total PAH concentration and a 335 low proportion of gammaproteobacteria.   In this sample recovery values for the PAHs 336 surrogates were very low (between and 20 and 35%) indicating an issue during PLE extraction 337 and therefore an underestimation of total PAHs concentration. 338 NMDS (using Bray-Curtis distance) of samples dissimilarities showed separation between the 339 two sites with more inter-sample variability in COV (Figure 2c). PAHs concentrations in 340 COV were one order of magnitude higher on the average than in CH samples and also 341 presented a greater variance. This may explain the dispersion in the beta diversity space 342 resulting in several ecological niches. The pathways analyses (not shown here) indicated that a 343 significantly higher proportion of OTUs in the COV samples were available in the reference 344 SilvaMod 123 database (for which reference pathways are available in Tax4Fun package) than 345 in CH samples, which suggested that the OTUs that inhabited the more contaminated sites are 346 more ubiquitous in nature and thus well characterised with their pathways available.  The gene 347 content for each OTU in each sample was inferred from the closest sequenced genome using 348 the Tax4Fun package and we investigated particular pathways from the KEGG database 349 linked to contaminant degradation4 and related metabolic pathways. Out of the 12 tested 350 pathways, seven presented significantly different average relative abundance between COV 351 and CH. COV presented statistically more potential for degradation of hydrocarbon 352 contaminants via the toluene (ko00623) and naphthalene (ko00626) pathways and CH via the 353 drug metabolism (other pathways) (ko00983) and PAH (ko00624) degradation pathways 
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354 (Figure 3). Incidentally, COV samples also showed significantly more potential for the 355 propanoate and pyruvate metabolisms and for glycolysis. 356 Next, we explored the influence of the environment on the assembly of microbial 357 communities. We applied two phylogenetic alpha diversity indices, NTI and NRI (Figure 2d) 358 to explore phylogenetic clustering at both local and global scales. Positive values of NTI 359 indicate that species co-occur with more closely related species than expected by chance, with 360 negative values suggesting otherwise. This is mainly because NTI measures tip-level 361 divergences (putting more emphasis on terminal clades and akin to “local” clustering) in 362 phylogeny while NRI measures deeper divergences (akin to “global” clustering). For both NTI 363 and NRI, values > +2 indicate strong environmental pressure, and values < -2 indicate strong 364 competition among species as the driver of community structure and the values in between are 365 a gradient between the two. The results indicated that the communities in CH samples are 366 more deterministic, and influenced by the environment, whereas COV sites are driven by the 367 competitive exclusion principle where the species that can outcompete others in a given niche 368 dominate leading to more dispersion in the phylogenetic tree. This phenomenon also supports 369 the much higher variability in beta diversity space for COV samples (Figure 2c).  370 3.3. Discriminant analysis of microbiome and chemical data371 Through discriminant analysis based on microbiome alone (sPLS-DA), we found a total of 10 372 discriminating OTUs (five for first two components each). PLS-DA (Figure 4a) shows 373 ordination of the samples using all the OTUs and sPLS-DA (Figure 4b) shows ordination of 374 the samples using only the discriminating OTUs. By comparing these two figures together, it 375 can be seen that in the reduced space, the samples dissimilarities (between COV and CH) is 376 conserved. Three out of the ten OTUs were greater in abundance for CH while the rest were 377 greater for COV. Clustering of the samples according to these OTUs showed that four out of 378 the five discriminating features from the first component (OTUs 146, 1214, 384 and 333; this 379 group henceforth referred to as Group A) were significantly more abundant in COV than CH 380 and the last OTU (OTU_14) was significantly more abundant in the CH site. OTUs 333, 384 381 and 1214 belong to the Clostridiales order. OTUs 333 and 384 are both plant biopolymers 382 degraders of the Ruminococcaceae family, which might relate to the organic matter present on 383 the site while OTU_1214 belongs to the genus Bacillus, which are known for both PAHs and 
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384 alkanes degradation.18 OTU_146 belongs to the Desulfotomaculum genus, in which some 385 species have been found to degrade cresol in sulfate-degrading condition 19 and OTU_4 386 belongs to the genus Sulfuritalea, oxygen independent aromatic compound degrading 387 bacteria20. While none of the Group A OTUs is amongst the most abundant in the samples, 388 OTU_14 is amongst the most abundant in the CH samples (results not shown). These 5 OTUs 389 might be markers of the difference in hydrocarbons degradation mechanisms between the two 390 sites because of differences in concentration and in soil properties and quality. 391 A first DIABLO analysis (hitherto referred to as DIABLO 1) was carried out by integrating 392 additional metadata to the microbiome data: the concentrations of 14 PAHs, LOI , moisture, 393 heavy metals concentrations and qPCR data for Gram negative PAH degrader (PAH RHD α 394 GN), Gram positive PAH degrader (PAH RHD α GP) and alkane degrader (alkB) gene 395 abundance (Table 1). We found two components to reduce the classification error rates 396 resulting in 10 discriminating OTUs and 10 discriminating meta data features (five each for 397 the two components). Group A represented four of the five OTUs that were selected in the 398 first component (Table 2). This confirmed that in both cases, the first component isolated the 399 OTUs that were the most representative of the differences between COV and CH and 400 particularly the ones that were much more abundant in COV than in CH. The final OTU, 401 OTU_147, was identified as the actinobacteria, Micromonospora sp. WMMB 894 for which 402 little information is available in the literature. These five OTUs are referred further as Group 403 A’. 404 Consequently, this overlap between the first component OTUs for the sPLS-DA and DIABLO 405 1 allowed us to interpret the discriminating metadata selected for the first component in 406 DIABLO 1 as the ones that were the most representative of the differences between CH and 407 COV. These included moisture, naphthalene and dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, cobalt and iron. 408 Given that moisture content between the two sites is significantly different- the average 409 moisture in COV samples was 19.5% ±0.8 (95% confidence interval) and CH average 410 moisture was 8.1% ±1.8 (95% confidence interval)- it is likely to be a strong driver for 411 bacterial community composition. Naphthalene and dibenzo(a,h)anthracene were not the 412 PAHs with the highest concentrations in the samples but were selected statistically to 413 represent low molecular weight and high molecular weight PAHs respectively as marker of 
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414 the difference in PAHs concentration between the two sites. Similarly, the heavy metal 415 concentrations were much higher in COV samples than in CH samples and this is reflected in 416 the presence of iron and cobalt as significant contributors to the first component. Noteworthy 417 was the fact that D8-Naphthalene was the surrogate with the lowest repeatability and 418 therefore, although naphthalene in an aged contaminated soil is less likely to evaporate than a 419 freshly spiked surrogate during extraction, the concentration of naphthalene was likely to be 420 underestimated in our sample and this should be addressed in the future considering its 421 importance in the analysis.422 A second DIABLO analysis (DIABLO 2) (Figure 5) was carried out introducing to the 423 previous dataset, the 58 compounds that were found in all samples by alignment of the 424 GCxGC data. For the first component, once again Group A’ was selected as discriminant 425 features along with the same metadata features. Two-dimensional hierarchical clustering (2D-426 HCA) of the samples and variables for the first and the second components in all three cases 427 (Figures 4c, 5b and 6b) presented ideal site separation of the samples and the Group A’ OTUs 428 and the metadata that got selected for the first component drove this clustering.429 Pairwise correlations (Figures 5c and 6c) showed that the discriminating features from the first 430 component (in both DIABLO 1 and DIABLO 2) were also highly correlated to each other 431 demonstrating link between microbiome and the stressors most responsible for the difference 432 between these sites.433 Since all three discriminatory analyses above rank the components based on percentage 434 variability explained by the components, the features selected in lower components (i.e. the 435 second component) serve as a cue to elucidate finer differences between samples as opposed 436 to the first component. 437 In the sPLS-DA analysis, while two of the OTUs amongst the five OTUs selected for the 438 second component (Table 2) are clearly more abundant in one site than the others (OTU_3 in 439 CH and OTU_650 in COV), the three others have more nuanced distribution. OTUs 683 and 440 498 are more abundant in COV overall but are also present in high abundance in some CH 441 samples while OTU_164 is more abundant in CH on average but is abundant in some COV 442 samples. These three OTUs that are significantly present in both samples might be indicative 443 of change of principal function of the communities as the hydrocarbon distribution changes. 
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444 OTU_650 was identified as belonging to the genus of Stenotrophomonas 445 (gammaproteobacteria), which have been found to be PAHs degraders.21 OTU_3 belongs to 446 the genus Sandaracinobacter, a genus of aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic extremophiles. 22 447 OTU_683 is a member of the Methylobacteriaceae family, some strains of which are known to 448 exhibit high tolerance to heavy metal contamination and have been used beneficially in the 449 bioremediation of contaminated environment.23,24450 OTU_683 was the only OTU from the second component of the sPLS-DA to also be selected 451 for the second component in DIABLO 1. Three other OTUs (124, 15 and 448) selected for the 452 second component in DIABLO 1 were significantly and positively correlated with each other 453 and with the (Log10) qPCR results for Gram-negative PAH and alkane degraders. The same 454 three OTUs correlated negatively with OTU_683 and with cadmium (Figure 5c). The 455 abundance of the aforementioned OTUs seems to drive the clustering within the COV samples 456 in the 2D-HCA, demonstrating two possible regimes of hydrocarbon degradation, which, 457 however, do not appear to be related to the concentration of PAHs. OTUs 124, 15 and 448 all 458 belong to known aromatic hydrocarbons degrading genera of Achromobacter, 459 Pseudoxanthomonas and Sinorhizobium25–29.  The abundance of these OTUs was low in 460 samples from COV where cadmium concentration was high, which appeared to favour 461 OTU_683. In the DIABLO 2 analysis, the discriminating features of the second component 462 were entirely different than that of DIABLO 1. The five OTUs formed two distinct groups 463 negatively correlated to each other: OTUs 635 and 344 lying in one group and OTUs 116, 255 464 and 1397 lying in the other group. The latter all belong to the Sphingomonadales and were 465 also negatively correlated to the discriminating metadata features: four long chain branched 466 alkylbenzenes and 2,4-Di-tert-butylphenol (Figure 6c). The abundance of these chemicals also 467 appeared to upregulate the abundance of OTUs 635 and 344. OTU_344 was identified as 468 belonging to the Extensinomas genus, aerobic chemoorganotrophs that have been isolated 469 before from wastewater30. These highlighted again two different regimes in the COV samples 470 depending this time on the abundance of hydrocarbons that were not PAHs. Samples in COV 471 with high abundance of these hydrocarbons clustered closer to the CH samples (in which the 472 abundances were high too) than to other COV samples. The integration of the GCxGC data 473 does not affect the first component, demonstrating that the differences in moisture level, heavy 
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474 metals and PAHs concentrations explains the differences between the two sites more than the 475 differences in the exhaustive SVOCs signatures. It highlighted, however, through the second 476 component, the influence on the autochthonous microbiome of compounds that would not 477 have normally been measured or taken in consideration during site investigation.478479 4. Conclusions480 Our results demonstrated the usefulness of “multi-omics” approaches in the context of 481 contaminated soils to correlate the abundance of chemical contaminants to the abundance of 482 microbial OTUs. At the same time, utilising the ecological principles, we have highlighted the 483 deterministic nature of microbial communities, dependent on the presence of chemical 484 contaminants. Whilst the discriminant analysis approaches, sPLS-DA and DIABLO, adopted 485 in this study give a reduction of large microbial features space to the subset of species that 486 form an association with the chemical contaminants and other meta data, care must be taken to 487 interpret causality, primarily because we have only considered sites with spatial variabilities 488 and the patterns found were predominantly inter-site discriminants. It was already successful, 489 however, in demonstrating the efficacy of qPCR analysis, where causality is already known, 490 as a rapid screening tool for hydrocarbon biodegradation potential on a site. This preliminary 491 study has been useful in firstly validating our experimental methods such as exhaustive 492 SVOCs and DNA extraction from highly contaminated soil samples and evaluating our in 493 silico pipelines for data processing, highlighting notably the potential of R2DGC free package 494 for alignment of GCxGC peak tables but also its limitations and these of peak picking 495 algorithms, which will need improving for true comprehensive studies. To give the 496 mechanistic underpinnings, a thorough exploration such as in the context of time series 497 microcosms is required as well as subsequent carefully designed experiments that are 498 informed by the findings of this study. Furthermore, the metabolic potential of the microbial 499 community in this study is explored through a proxy method (Tax4Fun) dependent on the 500 availability of the reference pathway database. Although approaches such as shotgun 501 metagenomics give the actual metabolic potential, we have demonstrated that with high 502 representation of taxa from contaminated soils in the reference database, Tax4Fun offers a 503 cost-effective solution with reasonable resolution for biodegradation pathways. Thus, for 
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616617 Figure 1- Representative GCxGC chromatograms for both sites. CH on the left and COV on the 618 right.619
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621 Figure 2- Microbial diversity and function. (a), (c), and (d) represent alpha diversity, beta 622 diversity and environmental filtering indices, respectively. For beta diversity analysis, 623 PERMANOVA suggested 39%, 42%, and 58% variability (R2; all significant p<0.001) between 624 COV and CH for Bray-Curtis [shown in (c)], UniFrac, Weighted UniFrac distances, respectively. 625 In (c), the ellipses are drawn at 95% confidence interval of standard error with the group labels 626 located at mean of the ordination. Note that in (d) the positive value of NTI indicates that species 627 co-occur with more closely related species than expected by chance, with negative values 628 suggesting otherwise. (b) shows community structure based on relative abundance of the top-25 629 most abundant orders from across each site, where ‘others’ refers to all orders not included in 630 the ‘top-25’. The grey bands indicate replicates of the same soil sample. The total concentration 631 (mg/g) of the 14 PAHs quantified was superimposed to this data.632
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634 Figure 3 -Relative abundance of KEGG pathways for hydrocarbon degradation and related 635 metabolic pathways inferred using the Tax4Fun. Lines connect two categories where the 636 differences were significant (Kruskal-Wallis) with *** (p < 0.001).637
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639 Figure 4- sPLS-DA of the microbiome data (a) PLS-DA discriminant analysis (b) sPLS-DA 640 discriminant analysis- the ordination of the data is conserved when only the discriminating 641 OTUs are employed. (c) shows the heatmaps of the 10 discriminant features selected in the sPLS-642 DA, (see Table 2) with both rows and columns ordered using hierarchical (average linkage) 643 clustering to identify blocks of features of interest. Group A (see Table 2) is indicated in a grey 644 box.
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646 Figure 5- DIABLO 1 (a) The algorithm found two components reducing the classification error 647 rates in the DIABLO algorithm and shows the ordination of samples with ellipses representing 648 95% confidence interval and percentage variations explained by these components in axes labels 649 for both microbiome (Block: rDNA) and meta data (Block: Meta). (b) shows the heatmaps of the 650 discriminant features in DIABLO 1 (see Table 2), with both rows and columns ordered using 651 hierarchical (average linkage) clustering to identify blocks of features of interest. Group A’ 652 (Table 1) is indicated in a grey box. (c) shows the significant correlations (-0.6 < R > 0.6) between 653 the features as calculated by the algorithm. 654
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656 Figure 6- DIABLO 2 (a) The algorithm found two components reducing the classification error 657 rates in the DIABLO algorithm and shows the ordination of samples with ellipses representing 658 95% confidence interval and percentage variations explained by these components in axes labels 659 for both microbiome (Block: rDNA) and meta data (Block: Meta). (b) shows the heatmaps of 660 these discriminant features, with both rows and columns ordered using hierarchical (average 661 linkage) clustering to identify blocks of features of interest. Group A’ (Table 2) is indicated in a 662 grey box. (c) shows the significant correlations (-0.6 < R > 0.6) between the features as calculated 663 by the algorithm.664
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Table 1-Summary of Analyses. (meta means metadata for DIABLO analysis)
Chemical Analysis Molecular Biology Statistical Analysis
Moisture content (A) qPCR: alkB and PAH RHD GN and PAH RHD GP. 
(I)
HCA of GCxGC signatures (meta: E)
LOI (B) 16S metataxagenomic sequencing. (II) Alpha and Beta Diversity (rDNA: I).
Quantification of 14 PAHs by GC-MS. (C)  Tax4Fun KEGG pathways analysis (rDNA: I).
Quantification 7 transition metals by ICP-OES. (D)  Discriminant analysis:
GCxGC-TOFMS signatures (missing values 
limit=10%). (E)
 PLS-DA (rDNA: I).
GCxGC-TOFMS signatures (missing values 
limit=100%) (F) 
 DIABLO 1 (rDNA: I; meta: II+A+B+C+D).
  DIABLO 2 (rDNA: I; meta: II+A+B+C+D+F).
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Table 2- Discriminating features for the first and second components of the three discriminant analyses. OTUs in Group A are highlighted in bold and 
Group A’ in italic.
 Discriminating OTUs  Disciminating 
Metadata Features
Multivariate analysis
ID Kingdom Phylum Class Order Family Genus OTUs ID
OTU_146 Bacteria Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae Bacillus n.a.
OTU_333 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Clostridiales Ruminococcaceae Ruminiclostridium 1 [Clostridium] termitidis 
CT1112
n.a.
OTU_384 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Clostridiales Ruminococcaceae Acetivibrio Acetivibrio 
cellulolyticus CD2
n.a.
OTU_1214 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Clostridiales Peptococcaceae Desulfotomaculum n.a.
First 
Component
OTU_14 Bacteria Proteobacteria Alphaproteobacteria Sphingomonadales Sphingomonadaceae Sandaracinobacter Y n.a.
OTU_164 Archaea Euryarchaeota Methanomicrobia Methanosarcinales Methanosarcinaceae   n.a.
OTU_683 Bacteria Proteobacteria Alphaproteobacteria Rhizobiales Methylobacteriaceae n.a.
OTU_650 Bacteria Proteobacteria Gammaproteobacteria Xanthomonadales Xanthomonadaceae Stenotrophomonas n.a.
OTU_498 Bacteria Proteobacteria Deltaproteobacteria Bdellovibrionales Bdellovibrionaceae Bdellovibrio n.a.
sPLS-
DA 
(OTUs)
Second 
Component
OTU_3 Bacteria Proteobacteria Betaproteobacteria Rhodocyclales Rhodocyclaceae Sulfuritalea n.a.
OTU_146 Bacteria Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae Bacillus  Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene
OTU_384 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Clostridiales Ruminococcaceae Acetivibrio Acetivibrio cellulolyticus 
CD2
Cobalt
OTU_333 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Clostridiales Ruminococcaceae Ruminiclostridium 1 [Clostridium] termitidis 
CT1112
Iron
OTU_147 Bacteria Actinobacteria Actinobacteria Micromonosporales Micromonosporaceae Plantactinospora Micromonospora sp. 
WMMB 894
Moisture
First 
Component
OTU_1214 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Clostridiales Peptococcaceae Desulfotomaculum Naphthalene
OTU_15 Bacteria Proteobacteria Gammaproteobacteria Xanthomonadales Xanthomonadaceae Pseudoxanthomonas Pseudoxanthomonas 
spadix BD-a59
Log10 (qPCR PAH-RHD 
_ GN)
OTU_683 Bacteria Proteobacteria Alphaproteobacteria Rhizobiales Methylobacteriaceae Log10 (qPCR alkB)
OTU_448 Bacteria Proteobacteria Betaproteobacteria Burkholderiales Alcaligenaceae Achromobacter Cadmium
DIABLO 
1
Second 
Component
OTU_9 Bacteria Proteobacteria Betaproteobacteria Burkholderiales Alcaligenaceae Pusillimonas Benzo(k)fluoranthene
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OTU_124 Bacteria Proteobacteria Alphaproteobacteria Rhizobiales Rhizobiaceae Shinella Sinorhizobium sp. 
enrichment culture 
clone Van49
LOI
OTU_384 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Clostridiales Ruminococcaceae Acetivibrio Acetivibrio cellulolyticus 
CD2
Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene
OTU_146 Bacteria Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae Bacillus Cobalt
OTU_1214 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Clostridiales Peptococcaceae Desulfotomaculum Iron
OTU_333 Bacteria Firmicutes Clostridia Clostridiales Ruminococcaceae Ruminiclostridium 1 [Clostridium] termitidis 
CT1112
Moisture
First 
Component
OTU_147 Bacteria Actinobacteria Actinobacteria Micromonosporales Micromonosporaceae Plantactinospora Micromonospora sp. 
WMMB 894
Naphthalene
OTU_116 Bacteria Proteobacteria Alphaproteobacteria Sphingomonadales Erythrobacteraceae 1-Butyloctylbenzene
OTU_255 Bacteria Proteobacteria Alphaproteobacteria Sphingomonadales Erythrobacteraceae 1-Butylheptylbenzene
OTU_635 Bacteria Proteobacteria Alphaproteobacteria Rickettsiales Holosporaceae 1-
Methylundecylbenzene 
OTU_344 Bacteria Proteobacteria Betaproteobacteria Burkholderiales Comamonadaceae Extensimonas 2,4-Di-tert-butylphenol
DIABLO 
2
Second 
Component
OTU_1397 Bacteria Proteobacteria Alphaproteobacteria Sphingomonadales Sphingomonadaceae Sphingopyxis  1-Pentyloctylbenzene
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